
CS 473u Homework 1 (due 2/10/2005) Spring 2005
CS 473u: Algorithms, Spring 2005Homework 1, due February 10 23:59:59, 2005

Name:Net ID: Alias: UG
Name:Net ID: Alias: UG
Name:Net ID: Alias: UG

# Sore Grader1.2.3.4.5.
Total

You will submit problems 1,2,3 and problems 4,5 in separate stapled sets. Print and �ll out twoopies of this sheet; attah a opy to the top of eah of the two parts of your homework. Indiatewhih part is whih by irling the relevant problems [1,2,3 or 4,5℄ on the over sheet. On bothopies of the over sheet, neatly print your name(s), NetID(s), and the alias(es) you used forHomework 0 in the boxes above.
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\Today I know that everything wathes, that nothing goes unseen, and that evenwallpaper has a better memory than ours. It isn't God in His heaven that sees all.A kithen hair, a oat-hanger a half-�lled ash tray, or the wood replia of a womanname Niobe, an perfetly well serve as an unforgetting witness to every one of ourats." { The tin drum, Gunter Grass
Required ProblemsNote: Be sure to hek out the updated Homework FAQ on the ourse webpage:http://www-ourses.s.uiu.edu/~s473u/1. Swapy land[20 Points℄A swap is the exhange of position of two adjaent elements in an array. Consider anarray A[1 : : : n℄ storing the integer numbers 1 : : : n in a ertain permutation, and the arrayB[1 : : : n℄ whih is another permutation of those numbers.The swap distane d(A;B) denotes the minimum number of swaps needed to move fromA to B.(a) [5 Points℄ Show that for permutations A and B seleted uniformly at random, theexpeted value of d(A;B) is n(n� 1)=4.(b) [15 Points℄ Show a O(n log n) time algorithm for omputing the swap distane betweenA and B (hint: use a proedure similar to merge sort).

2. Median Land[20 Points℄Let A[1 : : :m℄ and , B[1 : : : n℄ be two sorted arrays, and let k be a positive integer. Theelement of rank k in the set C = fA[1℄; A[2℄; : : : ; A[m℄; B[1℄; : : : ; B[n℄g, is the number in thisset having exatly k � 1 numbers smaller than it in C.Provide an algorithm that omputes the element of rank k given A and B in O(log(n+m))time. (Partial redit will be given to a solution with running time O((log n) (logm)).)
3. 3sum[20 Points℄Let A be a set of n positive integer numbers in the range [1; : : : ;M ℄. The 3sum problemasks if there are three numbers a; b;  2 A suh suh that a+ b = .(a) [10 Points℄ Give a simple O(n2) time algorithm for this problem. (Hint: Getting O(n2)is somewhat triky. Try �rst to get O(n3) time algorithm, and then O(n2 log n) timealgorithm. Finally improve it into the required running time.)(b) [10 Points℄ Give a O(M logM) time algorithm for this problem, assuming M > n.(Hint: Use FFT.)
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4. Disrepany[20 Points℄Let R and B be two sets of red and blue points, respetively, on the real line. Let n bethe total number of points in both sets. The disrepany of a losed interval I is the quantityD(I;R;B) = jjI \Rj � jI \Bjj. In words, this is the di�erene in the number of red pointsto blue points inside the interval I.(a) [5 Points℄ Give a O(n log n) time algorithm that outputs the interval with the maximumdisrepany.(b) [5 Points℄ The Kullbak-Leibler divergene for an interval I that ontains at least oneblue point, and at most jBj � 1 blue points, isdis(I) = r ln rb + (1� r) ln 1� r1� b ;where r = jR \ Ij = jRj and b = jB \ Ij = jBj. Desribe an algorithm that omputes theinterval with the maximum KL-divergene, that works in O(n2) time.() [10 Points℄Now assume that jRj = jBj = n. We onsider the minimum mathing question, asfollows. Partition the set R [ B into pairs (r1; b1); : : : ; (rn; bn) suh that eah pair hasone blue point and one red point, and every point of R [ B partiipates in exatly onepair. The prie of the mathing isPni=1 jri � bij. Give an O(n log n) time algorithm thatomputes the minimum-prie mathing. Prove the orretness of your algorithm.
5. k-means lustering[20 Points℄Let P be a set of n points on the real line. In the k-means lustering problem, one wishesto ompute a set C of k points, suh that the prie of lustering P using C is minimized.The prie for a point p 2 P to be in a luster that uses a enter  2 C is the squared distanejp� j2. Thus, naturally, to minimize the prie, every point is going to be served by thelosest point to it in C. Let C(p) denote the losest point to p in the set C. Thus, thelustering prie of P using C is �C(P ) =Xp2P jp� C(p)j2 :

(a) [5 Points℄ Given P and C suh that jP j = n and jCj = k, show an algorithm thatomputes �C(P ) in O(n log k) time.(b) [5 Points℄ Prove that if Q (a set of points on the real line) is served by a single enter, then �fg(Q) is minimized when  is the enter of gravity of Q (i.e., the mean of Q).Formally, the minimum is ahieved when  = �Pq2Q q� = jQj.() [10 Points℄ In the k-means lustering problem, one wants to partition P into k lusters,suh that the k-means lustering prie is minimized. Formally, desribe an algorithmthat reeives as input a set P of n points, and outputs the set C of k numbers suh that�C(P ) is minimized. Your algorithm should be as fast as possible.
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